
Dear Editor,

Shock and disbelief best describe my reaction to the news that local soccer clubs are 
renewing their quest to have artificial turf installed on Arlington Reserve.

Less than one month into their new roles as Mayor, Victor Macri and Deputy Mayor 
Emanuel Tsardoulias supported Dulwich Hill Soccer Club’s pleas to reconsider 
Arlington’s playing surface. Apparently soccer clubs have claimed that the significant 
investment in grass is unsafe for soccer.  What they fail to recognise is that the latest 
international research overwhelmingly shows that synthetic turf surfaces are, at best, 
no safer than grass.

Marrickville Council in 2009 overwhelmingly endorsed the redevelopment of 
Arlington Reserve with a natural grass surface, recognising that existing urban 
consolidation around the Reserve meant that negative impacts on the local community 
made it unsuitable for the more intensive use inevitably resulting from installation of 
synthetic turf.  

Now, more apartments have been built, and neighbouring areas have been rezoned for 
further residential development, meaning that Arlington Reserve is even less suitable 
in 2012 than it was in 2009.  

If anything has changed since 2009 it is this: of all the reserves in the Marrickville 
LGA, Arlington Reserve is the least suitable site for such a surface.

Council worked hard after 2009 to heal the acrimonious divisions that had developed 
between soccer clubs and the local community.  Even to reconsider artificial turf will 
undoubtedly reopen the divisions.  Does Council really want to tear up over $500k of 
investment after only two years, spend over $1million on artificial turf for a single-
use elite sports facility, and destroy the harmony that now characterises the area?

The 2009 resolution by Council struck the right balance between the needs of local 
clubs, and residents , respecting the historic value of the Oval. Replacement of natural 
grass with artificial turf, with the inevitable greater use, will simply say that 
Councillors are more interested in accommodating ambitious soccer clubs and less 
interested in their fiscal and electorate responsibilities. 
This move is at the expense of the local residents who are, after all, local ratepayers 
and electors. These hundreds of families that call the Arlington area home are on high 
alert. 

Yours sincerely

Gavin Edwards




